


RANDALL LAUNCH PRESS KIT
We The Force is a game development studio located in Saltillo, Mexico, founded in 2013. Everyone at We The Force 
shares the same passion: video games. This passion is what drives the studio to create the best experiences for 
our players. Fun and challenging games with a strong message.

Randall is the first major game of We The Force Studios. It is a dystopian side-scroller adventure for Steam and 
Playstation 4.

TheThe major premise of Randall, is the ability to control his enemy’s minds and use their abilities to his own 
advantage. This mechanic opens up a lot of possibilities that will let Randall reach previously inaccessible places 
or defeat enemies that look invulnerable at first sight. In that sense, Randall can be considered as a Metroidvania 
game, where the player has to acquire power ups and new abilities in order to keep advancing.

RandallRandall is a game that will put gamer’s skills to test. It’s non stop action will require surgically precise jumps while 
having to defeat hordes of challenging enemies. Its gameplay has a lot of influence from classic platform games, 
specially from classic 16bit games.



BACKGROUND
An evil corporation has enslaved everyone in Nook City. Citizens are now slaves working under constant 
surveillance. Every hint of rebellion is extinguished by security corps hired by the corporation. Randall wakes up to 
this madness with a strong headache and a schizophrenia flare, hearing a voice in his head. He needs to find what 
is going on and who is behind this. With his combat prowess, deft parkour moves and telepathic powers, Randall 
will have to defeat anyone who gets in his way to freedom.

MECHANICS
Randall’s main weapon are his fists and kicks. He is an exceptionally skilled brawler and an athlete capable of 
defeating even the strongest foe single handedly. He can perform a variety of ground and air melee combos.
His parkour skills allow Randall to jump long distances, wall climb, grab to ledges and dodge incoming attacks. 
Finding upgrades will allow Randall to reach previously inaccessible places.
Randall is a telepath. His power is a mystery even to himself. He is capable of getting into people’s minds and 
controlling their actions for a short time period.



FEATURES



GAME SHOWS
We The Force has participated in some of the most important game shows 
worldwide. And Randall has been praised for its mechanics and gameplay. Visit 
We The Force’s website to learn more about our participation in these event.
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